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Performance metrics - traditional

◼Offensive: G: goals, A: assists, TP: points, GWG: game winning goals, PPG: 

powerplay goals, SOG: Shots on goal

◼Defensive: HITS: hits, BKS: blocked shots

◼+/-: plus-minus

◼PIM: penalty minutes

◼Time: GP: games played, TOI: time on ice



Performance metrics - advanced

◼ Corsi: shots

◼ xG (Expected Goals): assigns a value to each shot, 

based on the likelihood of the shot resulting in a goal.

◼ These metrics have made it into the ice hockey 

discourse



Performance metrics - advanced

Critique on advanced metrics:  context

Some new approaches:

- Using Markov games 

- THOR (Total Hockey Rating)



Motivation

Our goal:  Goal-based metrics that take into

account context

Variant 1

 Are variants on traditional metrics

 Are easy to understand for practitioners

 Take into account goal importance

Variant 2

 New advanced metrics

 Take into account actions leading to goals
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Data

◼ Play-by-play data from Sportlogiq

◼ Seasons 2007-2008 to 2013-2014

◼ Only regular season
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Goal frequency per minute



Game Points Importance Value

for a goal

◼ Game points for NHL: 2pts for win, 1pt for tie 

and loss after overtime, 0pts for loss in 

regulation time.



Game Points Importance Value

for a goal

◼ Outcome in regulation time: win, tie, loss

◼ Context: 

<time, goal differential, manpower differential>



Game Points Importance Value

for a goal in a context

context = contextBG

Change of probability of winning the game by scoring the goal

Change of probability of the game ending in a tie by scoring the goal



GPIV vs Goal Differential

2013-2014 season



GPIV vs Manpower Differential

2013-2014 season



Cumulative Distribution 

Function for GPIV

2013-2014 season



New metrics

◼ Traditional metrics:

Goal contributes 1 directly (Goals, +/-) or    

indirectly (Assists)

◼ Variants of Goals, Assists, Points, +/-:

Goal contributes with its context-based GPIV



Top 10 players for GPIV-P

2013-2014 season



Top 10 players for GPIV-G

2013-2014 season



Top 10 players for GPIV-A (first)

2013-2014 season



Rank changes P, G, A (first)

2013-2014 season



Correlations for 7 seasons



Goals vs GPIV-Goals



Assists vs GPIV-Assists (first)



Points vs GPIV-Points



Trends for some players



Currently working on /        

Future work

◼ Playoffs

◼ Overtime goals

◼ Change of GPIV during season

◼ GPIV over different seasons

◼ SHL
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Action Impact Model

◼ Based on the work by Routley and Schulte 

2015*

◼ Idea:

 Define state s = < c, ps > 

where c is a context and ps is a play sequence

 Actions are performed in states

 Define impact of action in a state 

 Define player impact based on action impacts

*Schulte’s group presented a more extended model at IJCAI 2018.



Action Impact Model

Context



Action Impact Model

Events



Action Impact Model

A play sequence is defined as 

◼the empty sequence or 

◼a sequence of events 

 first event: start marker

 (possible) next events: action events

 (possible) last event: end event  

(→complete sequence)



Action Impact Model

Routley and Schulte, 2015



Action Impact Model

Routley and Schulte, 2015

State s = < c, ps > 

Context

Play sequence



Action Impact Model

◼ Actions are performed in states

< c, ps > * a =

< c, append (ps,a) > if state has no end event

(add action to play sequence, e.g., shot)

< c’ ,  empty-set >        if state has end event

(change context, e.g., after a goal)



Action Impact Model

Based on play-by-play data:

◼Occurrences of state s: Occ(s)

◼Occurrences of state s immediately followed by         

state s’: Occ(s,s’)

◼Transition probability T(s,s’) = Occ(s,s’) / Occ(s)



Action Impact Model

Routley and Schulte, 2015

Occurrences Occurrences



Action Impact Model

Value iteration algorithm → Q-values

Reward function: goal states receive reward 1

(In single player experiments 

also goal against reward -1)

◼Impact of action a in state s: QT(s ∗ a) − QT(s) 



Action Impact Model



Action Impact Model

Compute separate Q-values for Home and Away teams



Action Impact Model

Routley and Schulte, 2015

Reward

Occurrences Occurrences

Q-value



Player Impact

Sum of action impacts

1.Based on all actions performed by the player 

(direct goal-based impact)

2.Based on actions when the player is on the ice 

(on-ice goal-based impact)

Variants normalized by time



Player Pair Impact

Sum of action impacts when both players are 

on the ice (on-ice goal-based impact)

Variants normalized by time



Definitions of impact



Top players 2007-2008 and 2008-

2009 for direct impact

On-ice On-iceh



Top players 2007-2008 and 2008-

2009 for on-ice impact

On-iceh

On-ice

On-ice



Distribution of impact values
On-ice On-iceh
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Impact vs salary per position



Top pairs 2011-2012



Impact per minute

Variation decreases when more joint TOI

Medians highest in 16-256 minutes joint TOI



Impact per minute

Mixed pairs may have higher impact
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Conclusions

◼ Introduced new goal-based performance 

metrics for ice hockey players

◼ Strong correlation for G, A, P between new 

and traditional metrics

◼ Pass the eye test



Future  Work

◼ Combine variant 1 and 2 by using GPIV as 

the reward function in variant 2 

◼ Alternative reward functions for the 

performance model

◼ Game prediction and season simulation
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